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It is shown that for every i 2 f1; 2; . . . ; 11g=f3; 4; 7g the complete graph K12sþi for
s5dðiÞ 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g has at least hðiÞ4s non-isomorphic orientable genus embeddings,







: # 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)1. INTRODUCTION
The orientable genus of a graph is the smallest p such that the graph can
be embedded in Sp; the sphere with p handles; any such embedding is called
an orientable genus embedding (OG-embedding) of the graph.
The problem of construction of OG-embeddings of complete graphs was
solved in the course of the proof of the Map Color Theorem [10]. In this
paper we consider the natural question on the number of non-isomorphic
OG-embeddings of complete graphs.
It is known that only for n  0; 3; 4; 7 mod 12 the OG-embeddings of Kn
are triangular. Until recently, there were just a few results about the number
of non-isomorphic OG-embeddings of complete graphs and all these results
are related to triangular OG-embeddings (OT-embeddings). It was proved
in [9] (see also [6]) that K7 has exactly one OT-embedding (up to
isomorphism). In [8] it was shown that K12 has at least two non-isomorphic
OT-embeddings. Three non-isomorphic OT-embeddings of K19 were givenTo whom correspondence should be addressed.
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NON-ISOMORPHIC GENUS EMBEDDINGS OF Kn 187in [7]. Two non-isomorphic OT-embeddings of K12sþ7 for every s52 were
given in [2]. Using Steiner triple systems, the paper [3] gives seven non-
isomorphic face 2-colorable OT-embeddings for both K19 and K31:
A breakthrough was achieved in [1] where it was shown that Kn has at
least 2n
2=54OðnÞ (resp. 22n
2=81OðnÞ) non-isomorphic face 2-colorable OT-
embeddings for n ¼ 12sþ 7; where s  0; 1 mod 3 (resp. s  1; 4 mod 9Þ and
s51: In both [1, 2] a cut-and-paste technique was used which glued together
three copies of an embedding of Km to construct one of K3m2:
Another approach to construct exponential families of non-isomorphic
triangular orientable embeddings of complete graphs was proposed in [5]
were it was shown that the graphs K12sþ4 and K12sþ7 for every s51 have at
least 4s non-isomorphic face 3-colorable OT-embeddings. These non-
isomorphic OT-embeddings are produced by various index one current
graphs.
In the present paper, we construct exponential families of non-isomorphic
OG-embeddings in non-triangular cases. It is shown that for every i 2
f1; 2; . . . ; 11g=f3; 4; 7g the complete graph K12sþi for s5dðiÞ 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g has








To construct exponential families of non-isomorphic OG-embeddings of a
graph, one needs to know how to construct many OG-embeddings of the
graph and how to prove that these embeddings are non-isomorphic. In this
paper, an OG-embeddings of a complete graph is constructed as in [10].
Using an index one or three current graph we construct a cellular embedding
of a graph (in most cases this graph is a complete graph) with non-triangular
faces. Then, inserting new vertices in the non-triangular faces of the
embedding and attaching handles to gain missing adjacencies between the
new vertices, we obtain an OG-embedding of the complete graph. To
construct an exponential family of OG-embeddings of the complete graph,
we give an exponential family of current graphs which differ from each other
only by rotations of some vertices. All these current graphs generate cellular
embeddings of the same graph and all these embeddings can be modiﬁed in a
similar manner into OG-embeddings of the complete graph. Each of these
OG-embeddings has a few non-triangular faces. The resulting OG-
embeddings (each containing certain non-triangular faces) ﬁnally turn out
to be non-isomorphic.
In Section 3, the exponential families of non-isomorphic OG-embeddings
are constructed. Section 2 gives all the material about isomorphism of
embeddings and about index one and three current graphs, to facilitate
construction checking in Section 3. Since the modiﬁcations in Section 3 are
given in terms of faces of embeddings (in contrast to [10] where explanations
are in terms of faces of dual embeddings), we were compelled to extend
Section 2 by a description of the faces induced by vertices of current graphs.
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Consider a cellular embedding f : K ! S of a graph K (without loops and
multiple edges) in an orientable surface S: The boundary of each face of the
embedding is a closed walk in K called the boundary cycle of the face. The
boundary cycle has two opposite directions. A chosen direction of the
boundary cycle of a face will be referred to as an orientation of the face. An
m-gonal face with an orientation is denoted by a cyclic sequence ½v1; v2; . . .
; vm of vertices. This sequence is obtained by listing the vertices when we
travel the boundary cycle of the face in the chosen direction.
By an orientation of a cellular orientable embedding of a graph we mean a
collection of orientations, one for each face of the embedding, such that for
arbitrary adjacent vertices v and w of the embedded graph the faces (with the
orientations) incident to the edge ðv;wÞ are the faces ½v;w; . . . and ½w; v; . . .
(these faces may be identical).
In what follows, talking about an embedding of a graph we will always
mean that this embedding is a cellular orientable embedding and is given an
orientation. So we may say about a face ½v;w; . . . of an embedding of a
graph. Given an embedding f ; by the face set F ðf Þ of the embedding f we
understand the collection of cyclic sequences of vertices that correspond to
face boundaries of f :
Two embeddings f1 and f2 of a graph K in a surface S are regarded as
isomorphic provided that there is an automorphism c of K and a
homeomorphism h : S ! S such that hðf1ðKÞÞ ¼ f2ðcðKÞÞ: In the sequel,
the following combinatorial deﬁnition (E1) of isomorphism will be used.
(E1) Two embeddings f1 and f2 of a graph K in a surface are isomorphic
if and only if there is an automorphism c of K such that either (i) or (ii)
holds:
(i) ½v1; v2; . . . ; vm 2 F ðf1Þ iff ½cðv1Þ;cðv2Þ; . . . ;cðvmÞ 2 F ðf2Þ(here c is
called an orientation-preversing isomorphism of f1 onto f2);
(ii) ½v1; v2; . . . ; vm 2 F ðf1Þ iff ½cðvmÞ; . . . ;cðv2Þ;cðv1Þ 2 F ðf2Þ(here c is
called an orientation-reversing isomorphism of f1 onto f2).
Note that for a complete graph, each bijection of the vertex set is an
automorphism of the graph.
By the vertex set of an embedding of a graph we mean the vertex set of the
embedded graph, that is, different embeddings of a graph have the same
vertex set. Given a family of embeddings of a graph, if each of the
embeddings have the same face ½w1;w2; . . . ;wm; then we will say that this
face is common to all these embeddings. Let f1 and f2 be two embeddings of
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identically maps a common face ½w1;w2; . . . ;wm of the two embeddings if
cðwiÞ ¼ wi for every i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;m (clearly, such an isomorphism c is
orientation-preserving). Two faces having a common edge are called
adjacent.
Given a family of embeddings of a graph in a surface, by a c-face set of
the embeddings we mean a set of faces common to all embeddings of the
family, such that:
(A1) Every vertex of the graph is incident to a face of the set.
(A2) For every two faces F and F 0 of the set, there is a sequence
F ¼ F1; F2; . . . ; Fp ¼ F 0 of faces of the set such that Fi and Fiþ1 are adjacent
for i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;p  1:
In Section 3, we will construct different OG-embeddings of a complete
graph. The following lemma will be used to show that these embeddings are
non-isomorphic.
Lemma 1. Let two embeddings f1 and f2 of a graph have a c-face set M : If
there is an isomorphism c of f1 onto f2 identically mapping a face from M ;
then F ðf1Þ ¼ F ðf2Þ:
Proof. The isomorphism c is orientation preserving. If c identically
maps every face from M ; then, by (A1), we have cðvÞ ¼ v for every vertex v
of the graph, and, by (E1), we get F ðf1Þ ¼ F ðf2Þ: Hence, by (A2), to prove
the lemma it sufﬁces to show that if ½x; y; v1; v2; . . . ; vk and ½y; x;w1;w2; . . . ;
wt are distinct adjacent faces from M ; and c identically maps the ﬁrst face,
then c identically maps the second face too. Let cðxÞ ¼ x; cðyÞ ¼ y; cðviÞ
¼ vi for i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; k: Since c is an orientation-preserving isomorphism, we
have ½cðyÞ;cðxÞ;cðw1Þ;cðw2Þ; . . . ;cðwtÞ ¼ ½y; x;w1;w2; . . . ;wt; whence
cðwiÞ ¼ wi for i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; t: ]
This lemma will be used in the following way. Let two embeddings f1 and
f2 of a graph have different face sets. By the lemma, to prove that f1 and f2
are non-isomorphic it sufﬁces to show that there is a c-face set of these
embeddings such that every isomorphism of f1 onto f2 (if it exists) must
identically map a face from the c-face set.
A vertex v of an embedding is said to be t-incident to a face F if the
embedding has a triangular face ½v;w;w0 different from F ; such that the edge
ðw;w0Þ is a boundary edge of F :
In Section 3, to show that an isomorphism identically maps a face from a
c-face set, we will use the following reasonings. Let c be an orientation-
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onto an embedding f2 of a graph. If f1 and f2 have a common m-gonal face
½w1;w2; . . . ;wm and this face is the unique m-gonal face of the embeddings,
then ½w1;w2; . . . ;wm ¼ ½cðw1Þ;cðw2Þ; . . . ;cðwmÞ (resp. ¼ ½cðwmÞ; . . . ;c
ðw2Þ;cðw1Þ). If in f1 a vertex v is t-incident to a face ½v1; v2; . . . ; vn; then
in f2 the vertex cðvÞ is t-incident to the face ½cðv1Þ;cðv2Þ; . . . ;cðvnÞ (resp.
¼ ½cðvnÞ; . . . ;cðv2Þ;cðv1Þ).
Now we brieﬂy review some material about index one and three current
graphs in the form used in this paper. The reader is referred to [4, 10] for a
more detailed development of the material sketched herein. We assume the
reader is familiar with current graphs and embeddings generated by current
graphs.
Let G be a connected graph (multiple edges and loops are allowed) with
the vertex set V ðGÞ; whose edges have all been given plus and minus
direction. Hence each edge e gives rise to two reverse arcs eþ and e or G:
The involutory permutation y of the arc set AðGÞ of G that permutes reverse
arcs is called the involution of G: Let l be a function from AðGÞ into a group
F; such that lðeÞ ¼ ðlðeþÞÞ1 for every edge e: The values of l are called
currents and F is called the current graph. If an edge e is a loop and lðeþÞ ¼
lðeÞ (that is, lðeþÞ is of order 2 in F), then the arcs eþ and e are identiﬁed
and this arc is called an end arc.
A rotation D of G is a permutation of AðGÞ whose orbits cyclically permute
the arcs directed outwards from each vertex. The rotation D can be
represented as D ¼ fDw: w 2 V ðGÞg where Dw; called a rotation of the vertex
w; is a cyclic permutation of the arcs directed outwards from w: Consider the
permutation Dy of AðGÞ: It is easy to see that the terminal vertex of an arc a
is the initial vertex of the arc Dya; hence a cycle ða1; a2; . . . ; amÞ of Dy can be
considered as an oriented path in G called a circuit induced by the rotation D
of G; and we say that the circuit traverses the arcs a1; a2; . . . ; am in this
order.
A triple hG;D; li is called a current graph. The index of the current graph
is the number of circuits induced by D: By the log of a circuit ða1; a2; . . . ; amÞ
we mean the cyclic sequence ðlða1Þ; lða2Þ; . . . ; lðamÞÞ: The current graph
hG;D; li generates an embedding (called a derived embedding) of a derived
graph %G in the following way: the logs of the circuits induced by D determine
a rotation %D of %G; the cycles of the permutation %D%y (where %y denotes the
involution of %G) are considered as the boundary cycles of the faces with the
orientation. There is a mapping from the face set of the embedding onto
the vertex set of the current graph. Given a vertex of the current graph, the
faces mapping into the vertex will be called the faces induced by the vertex
and they are determined by Theorem 4.4.1 [4]. Note that if two adjacent
faces of the derived embedding are induced by distinct vertices of the current
graph, then these vertices are adjacent.
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lðaiÞ ¼ ei for i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; t; then the cyclic sequence ðe1; e2; . . . ; etÞ is called
the current rotation of the vertex. We restrict ourselves in the paper to
current graphs with an abelian current group only (the group operation is
written additively). If a vertex of a current graph has the current rotation
ðe1; e2; . . . ; etÞ then the element e1 þ e2 þ    þ et is called the excess of the
vertex. If the excess of a vertex equals zero, we will say that the vertex
satisﬁes Kirchhoff’s Current Law (KCL). A vertex with a nonzero excess is
called a vortex.
The valence of a vertex of a current graph is the number of arcs directed
out of the vertex. A face of an embedding is called a representative face if
every vertex of the embedded graph appears exactly once on the boundary
of the face.
We will consider an index one current graph hG;D; li with the current
group F; satisfying the following construction principles (C1)–(C5):
(C1) Each vertex is trivalent or onevalent.
(C2) A current from F=f0g is assigned to each arc.
(C3) The rotation D induces exactly one circuit.
(C4) The log of the circuit contains each element from F=f0g at most
once.
(C5) Each vortex is of one of the following three types (T1)–(T3):
(T1) the vortex is onevalent and its excess has order jFj;
(T2) when F is Z2m; the vortex is onevalent and its excess has
order m;
(T3) when F is Z3m; the vortex is trivalent, its excess has order m; and
its current rotation is ðb; g; dÞ such that either b; g; d  1 mod 3; or b; g; d 
2 mod 3:
This current graph generates an embedding of the derived graph with the
vertex set F where two vertices x and y are adjacent if and only if there is a
current t on an arc of G such that xþ t ¼ y: All the faces induced by a
vertex of the current graph are as follows. A trivalent vertex with zero excess
and current rotation ðb; g; dÞ induces jFj triangular faces ½x; xþ b; xþ bþ
g; x 2 F: A type (T1) vortex with excess O induces one representative face
½0;O; 2O; . . . ; ðjFj  1ÞO: A type (T2) vortex with excess O induces two m-
gonal faces ½x; xþ O; xþ 2O; . . . ; xþ ðm 1ÞO; x ¼ 0; 1; for x ¼ 0 ðresp: ¼
1Þ the face is incident to all even vertices 0; 2; . . . ; 2m 2 (resp. to all odd
vertices 1; 3; . . . ; 2m 1). A type (T3) vortex with excess O and current
rotation ðb; g; dÞ induces three representative faces ½x; xþ b; xþ bþ g; xþ
O; ðxþ OÞ þ b; ðxþ OÞ þ bþ g; xþ 2O; . . . ; xþ ðm 1ÞOþ bþ g; x ¼
0; 1; 2:
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group Z3m; satisfying the following construction principles (D1)–(D6):
(D1) Each vertex is trivalent.
(D2) A current from Z3m=f0g is assigned to each arc.
(D3) The rotation D induces exactly three circuits: [0], [1], and [2],
(D4) The log of every circuit contains each element from Z3m=f0g
exactly once.
(D5) Every vortex is passed by each of the circuits, and its excess is a
generator of the subgroup h3i of Z3m:
(D6) For every arc a 2 AðGÞ; if lðaÞ ¼ e and a circuit ½i traverses the
arc, then the reverse arc is traversed by the circuit ½j such that j i 
emod 3:
This current graph generates an embedding of the graph K3m with the
vertex set Z3m: All the faces induced by a vertex of the current graph are as
follows. A trivalent vertex with zero excess and rotation ða1; a2; a3Þ; where
lðarÞ ¼ er for r ¼ 1; 2; 3; such that the arc a1 is contained in a circuit ½j;
induces m triangular faces ½x; xþ e1; xþ e1 þ e2; where x ¼ 3k þ j 2 Z3m; k
¼ 0; 1; . . . ;m 1: A vortex with excess O and rotation ða1; a2; a3Þ; where
lðarÞ ¼ er for r ¼ 1; 2; 3; such that the arc a1 is contained in a circuit ½j;
induces one representative face ½j; jþ e1; jþ e1 þ e2; jþ O; ðjþ OÞ þ e1; ðjþ
OÞ þ e1 þ e2; jþ 2O; . . . ; jþ ðm 1ÞOþ e1 þ e2 where j is considered as an
element of Z3m:
By inserting a new vertex in a face of an embedding we mean the
following: place a new vertex inside the face and join the vertex by disjoint
edges with all vertices on the boundary of the face. Following [10], all
vortices of a current graph will be labelled by letters which enter into the
logs of the circuits. These letters denote new vertices that we insert in the
faces induced by the vortices. Having inserted the vertices in all faces
induced by the vortices, we obtain a triangular embedding of a graph, and
the logs of the circuits determine the cyclic order in which faces incident to a
vertex of the graph are arranged on the surface.
Taking into account that the vortices of the current graphs described
above do not induce triangular faces if the order of the current group is
more than 6, we obtain the following observation (E2) that will be used in
Section 3.
(E2) Let ½x; y; z ¼ ½x; xþ e1; xþ e1 þ e2 be a face of the embedding
generated by a current graph with a current group of order more than 6. If
this current graph is of index one, then this face is induced by a vertex of the
current graph with current rotation ðe1; e2;ðe1 þ e2ÞÞ: If this current graph
is of index three and if x; y; z  imod 3; where i 2 f0; 1; 2g; then this face is
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passed three times by the circuit ½i:
A current graph is represented as a picture where each edge is assigned a
plus-direction and a current. It is customary to depict an end arc as a
straight line without an arrow, with a vertex at one end and without a vertex
at the other end. The black vertices denote a clockwise rotation and the
white vertices a counter-clockwise rotation. Every circuit ða1; a2; . . . ; amÞ can
be depicted as a solid-line oriented cycle passing near the arcs a1; a2; . . . ;
am; a1 in this order.
The following lemma will be used to construct many OG-embeddings of a
graph.
Lemma 2. Let a rotation D of a graph G induce exactly one circuit. Let an
edge e of G be incident to distinct trivalent vertices v and w: Then there are two
ways to choose rotations of v and w; not changing the rotations of other
vertices, such that the obtained rotation of G induces exactly one circuit.
Proof. Remove the edge e from G: We obtain a graph with the rotation
that induces exactly two circuits, say X and Y ; such that each of these
circuits passes through one of the obtained twovalent vertices v and w: Here
we have the two possible cases shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) (now ignore the
dashed lines). It is seen that in the both cases we can insert the edge e
(depicted as a dashed line) in two ways to get a rotation of G inducing
exactly one circuit. ]
For m51; by an ðmÞ-ladder fragment of a current graph we mean the
ladder-like fragment with exactly m vertical rugs shown in Fig. 2(a), such
that each vertex satisﬁes KCL. The designation of the fragment is shown in
Fig. 2(b).
3. NON-ISOMORPHIC ORIENTABLE GENUS EMBEDDINGS OF
COMPLETE GRAPHS
In this section, Theorems 1–8 yield exponential families of non-
isomorphic OG-embeddings of K12sþi for all i 2 f1; 2; . . . ; 11g=f3; 4; 7g: All
the theorems are proved in a similar way. To avoid repetitions in future, we
give below a general scheme according to which each of these theorems is
proved. This scheme includes three steps (S1)–(S3) of the proof such that for
different i these steps are performed in different ways, and gives some
reasonings that work for every i: Having this scheme, for every i the proof of
the theorem will contain only steps (S1)–(S3), the reader is referred to the
scheme to ﬁll in the missing steps.
FIG. 1.
FIG. 2.
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Given i 2 f1; 2; . . . ; 11g=f3; 4; 7g; let the theorem state that the graph
K12sþi has at least 2m non-isomorphic OG-embeddings.
(S1) We give a ﬁgure of a current graph hG; P ; li with the current
group F; an abelian group of order n: For i ¼ 5; 6; this current graph is of
index three and has exactly m starred vertices, all these vertices are trivalent,
satisfy KCL and each is passed three times by a circuit. For i=5; 6; this
current graph is of index one and this ﬁgure contains the designation of an
ðmÞ-ladder fragment whose vertices are all the starred vertices of the current
graph. Notice that for i=5; 6; the current graph is obtained from an index
one current graph hG; P 0; li given in [10] by changing the rotation. To avoid
cluttering the ﬁgure, only those currents on arcs of the current graph are
displayed which are necessary to understand what is done in step (S2). For
i=5; 6; the missing currents can be found in [10]. For i ¼ 5; 6; the ﬁgure
contains all information to restore the missing currents using KCL.
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that this embedding can be modiﬁed into an OG-embedding of K12sþi: For
i=9; the graph K is Kn:
The rotations of the unstarred vertices being ﬁxed and shown in the
ﬁgure, we can choose the rotations of the starred vertices in 2m different
ways so that for the corresponding 2m different rotations Q of G; the current
graphs hG;Q; li have the same index (the same as the index of hG; P ; li)
and generate orientable embeddings of K which can be modiﬁed into non-
isomorphic OG-embeddings of K12sþi:
If hG; P ; li is of index one, then the 2m different rotations Q of G are
obtained by applying Lemma 2 to the m rugs of the ðmÞ-ladder fragment.
Clearly, every current graph hG;Q; li satisﬁes the construction principles
(C1)–(C5).
If hG; P ; li is of index three, then the 2m different rotations Q of G are
obtained by taking all the 2m different collections of rotations of the m
starred vertices (a trivalent vertex has exactly two different mutually reverse
rotations). The reader can easily check that every current graph hG;Q; li
satisﬁes the construction principles (D1)–(D6). It is worth noticing here that
if a starred vertex in hG; P ; li is passed three times by a circuit ½j; then in
every hG;Q; li this vertex is passed three times by the circuit ½j too.
Denote by D the set of all such 2m rotations of G:
(S2) Given Q 2 D; we describe how the embedding f 0ðQÞ of K
generated by the current graph hG;Q; li is modiﬁed into an OG-embedding
f ðQÞ of K12sþi: This modiﬁcation is the same as the one given in [10] (so we
omit the proof that f ðQÞ is an OG-embedding of K12sþi) but we describe this
modiﬁcation in terms of faces of the embeddings.
All embeddings f 0ðQÞ; Q 2 D; have the same vertex set F: We have F ðf 0
ðQÞÞ ¼ W ðQÞ [ T 0; where W ðQÞ (resp. T 0) is the set of all faces induced by the
starred (resp. unstarred) vertices. The set T 0 does not depend on Q; the faces
of T 0 are common to all f 0ðQÞ:
Lemma 3. The sets W ðQÞ are different for different Q 2 D:
Proof. For different Q1;Q2 2 D; there is a starred vertex v of G which has
reverse rotations in Q1 and Q2; that is, the current rotations of v in
hG;Q1; li and hG;Q2; li are ðb; g; dÞ and ðd; g;bÞ; respectively, where d ¼
ðbþ gÞ; and, besides, if hG;Q; li are index three current graphs, then the
same circuit ½j passes three times the vertex v in hG;Q1; li as well as in
hG;Q2; li: Now to prove the lemma we show that the faces induced by v in
hG;Q1; li do not enter into F ðf 0ðQ2ÞÞ: If a face ½x; xþ b; xþ bþ g induced
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then, by (E2), the vertex w is trivalent and its current rotation is ðb; g; dÞ:
Moreover, in the case when hG;Q; li are of index three the circuit ½j; x 
jmod 3; passes three times each of the vertices v and w in hG;Q2; li: But, by
construction, the current graph hG;Q2; li cannot have such different
vertices v and w with current rotations ðd; g;bÞ and ðb; g; dÞ; respectively, for
if it has, then (C4) or (D4) is violated. ]
A current graph hG;Q; li has vertices inducing non-triangular faces in
f 0ðQÞ: Inserting new vertices in these faces and attaching additional handles
to gain adjacencies between these vertices, we obtain f ðQÞ: All embeddings
f ðQÞ; Q 2 D; have the same vertex set F[ R; where R is the set of the
ð12sþ iÞ  n new vertices inserted during the modiﬁcation. The important
property here is that the faces induced by the starred vertices of the current
graph remain unchanged during the modiﬁcation and F ðf ðQÞÞ ¼ W ðQÞ [ T ;
where T does not depend on Q: In other words, to construct f ðQÞ from
f 0ðQÞ; we delete from T 0 a set A of faces and then we form a set B of new
faces, where the setsA and B do not depend on the choice of Q: Notice that
the orientation of f 0ðQÞ naturally induces the orientation of f ðQÞ:
Finally, we prove that all OG-embeddings f ðQÞ of K12sþi; Q 2 D; are non-
isomorphic.
(S3) We give a c-face set M of all embeddings f ðQÞ; Q 2 D; where
M  T ; and show that if c is an isomorphism of f ðQ1Þ onto f ðQ2Þ; where
Q1;Q2 2 D; then c identically maps a face from M :
Now, by Lemma 1, if f ðQ1Þ and f ðQ2Þ are isomorphic, then W ðQ1Þ [ T ¼
F ðf ðQ1ÞÞ ¼ F ðf ðQ2ÞÞ ¼ W ðQ2Þ [ T ; hence W ðQ1Þ ¼ W ðQ2Þ; contrary to
Lemma 3. The contradiction shows that all OG-embeddings f ðQÞ of K12sþi
; Q 2 D; are non-isomorphic. This completes the proof of the theorem.
In the series of results that follow, when carrying out steps (S1)–(S3) we
will always keep up the notations introduced in the general description of
our scheme.
Theorem 1. The graph K12sþ1; s52; has at least 22s3 non-isomorphic
OG-embeddings.
Proof. (S1) An index one current graph hG; P 0; li with current group
Z2  Z6s1; s52; is given in [10, Figs. 6.7 and 6.8]. Figure 3(a) shows
hG; P ; li:
(S2) The current graph hG;Q; li has exactly three vortices, each inducing
a representative face. Inserting new vertices x; y and z in these faces we
FIG. 3.
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KORZHIK AND VOSS198obtain a triangular embedding of K12sþ1  K3 with vertex set ðZ2  Z6s1Þ [
fx; y; zg; where x; y and z are pairwise non-adjacent.
Figure 3 shows that the log of the circuit is
ð. . . ; ð1; 2Þ; x; . . . ; y; ð1; 3Þ; ð1; 1Þ; z; . . .Þ
for every Q 2 D; hence the faces incident to the vertex (0,0) are arranged as
shown in Fig. 3(b) (the orientation of the embedding is indicated by a curved
arrow inside a face). Using one additional handle (depicted as two blank
circles with the letter H inside), we provide the missing adjacencies as shown
in Fig. 3(c) where the three new edges are depicted by wavy lines and the
obtained non-triangular faces are marked by a cross. As a result we obtain
the OG-embedding f ðQÞ of K12sþ1:
(S3) Every f ðQÞ has exactly two non-triangular faces. The faces in
Fig. 3(d) together with all faces incident to x form a c-face set. The vertices
(0,0) and x are all vertices simultaneously incident to both non-triangular
faces, hence fcðð0; 0ÞÞ;cðxÞg ¼ fð0; 0Þ; xg: The vertices (0,0) and x are
neighbouring vertices on the boundary of the 4-gonal face, hence, if
cðð0; 0ÞÞ ¼ ð0; 0Þ and cðxÞ ¼ x; then c identically maps the 4-gonal face of
the c-face set. Suppose (reductio ad absurdum) that cðð0; 0ÞÞ ¼ x and cðxÞ ¼
ð0; 0Þ: Then c is an orientation-reversing isomorphism and from ½cðð0; 0ÞÞ;
cðð1; 1ÞÞ;cðzÞ;cðxÞ ¼ ½x; z; ð1; 1Þ; ð0; 0Þ and ½cðð1; 3ÞÞ;cðð0; 0ÞÞ;cðð1; 2ÞÞ;cðxÞ;
cðyÞ ¼ ½y; x; ð1; 2Þ; ð0; 0Þ; ð1; 3Þ we obtain cðzÞ ¼ ð1; 1Þ and cðyÞ ¼ ð1; 3Þ.
Since ½x; y; z and ½ð0; 0Þ; z; y are adjacent faces in f ðQ1Þ; the faces ½cðzÞ;
cðyÞ;cðxÞ ¼ ½ð1; 1Þ; ð1; 3Þ; ð0; 0Þ and ½cðyÞ;cðzÞ;cðð0; 0ÞÞ ¼ ½ð1; 3Þ; ð1; 1Þ; x
must be adjacent in f ðQ2Þ sharing the edge ðð1; 1Þ; ð1; 3ÞÞ: But Fig. 3(d)
shows that the edge ðð1; 1Þ; ð1; 3ÞÞ is common to the faces ½ð1; 1Þ; ð1; 3Þ; ð0; 0Þ
and ½ð1; 3Þ; ð1; 1Þ; ð1; 3sÞ; a contradiction. ]
Theorem 2. The graph K12sþ14; s52; has at least 22s1 non-isomorphic
OG-embeddings.
Proof. (S1) An index one current graph hG; P 0; li with current group
Z12sþ6; s52; is given in [10, Figs. 7.15 and 7.16]. Fig. 4 shows hG; P ; li:
(S2) The current graph hG;Q; li; generating an embedding of the graph
K12sþ6 with vertex set f0; 1; . . . ; 12sþ 5g; has exactly four vortices. The
vortex y induces two ð6sþ 3Þ-gonal faces; one of them is incident to the
vertices 0; 2; . . . ; 12sþ 4 (insert a vertex y0 in the face), the other is incident
to the vertices 1; 3; . . . ; 12sþ 5 (insert a vertex y1 in the face). The other three
vortices induce seven representative faces. Inserting in these seven faces new
vertices x; a; b; c; u; v;w; respectively, we obtain a triangular embedding of a
graph L with vertex set f0; 1; . . . ; 12sþ 5; x; y0; y1; a; b; c; u; v;wg such that the
vertices labelled by letters are pairwise non-adjacent.
FIG. 4.
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ð. . . ; x; 6sþ 1; b; . . . ; c; 6sþ 2; v; . . . ; y0; 2; u; . . . ;w; 6sþ 4; a; . . .Þ
for every Q 2 D; hence the faces incident to the vertex 0 are arranged as
shown in Fig. 5(a). Following [10], we can modify the embedding of L into
an OG-embedding of K12sþ14 using six additional handles H1;H2; . . . ;H6:
Carrying out the sequence of modiﬁcations shown in Fig. 5, we obtain a
triangular embedding of a graph L0: In the course of these modiﬁcations we
gain all adjacencies between the vertices x; y0; a; b; c; u; v;w; but lose the
adjacencies ð0; 2Þ; ð0; 6sþ 1Þ; ð0; 6sþ 2Þ; ð0; 6sþ 4Þ: The modiﬁcations change
only the face incident to u; namely the face ½u; 2; 0; this face is replaced by
the two new faces ½u; 2; y0 and ½u; y0; 0: So, in the embedding of L0 the faces
incident to the vertex u form a disc schematically depicted in Fig. 6(a).
Attaching the handle H5 as shown in Fig. 6(b), we gain the adjacencies
ð0; 2Þ; ð0; 6sþ 2Þ; ð0; 6sþ 4Þ: One can check that the embedding of L contains
the faces ½y1; 6s 1; 6sþ 1 and ½y0; 12sþ 4; 0 shown in Fig. 6(c) and that
these faces are faces of the embedding of L0 too. Now, attaching the handle
H6 as shown in Fig. 6(c), we gain the adjacency ð0; 6sþ 1Þ and identify the
vertices y0 and y1 into a new vertex y: As a result, we obtain the OG-
embedding f ðQÞ of K12sþ14 with the vertex set f0; 1; . . . ; 12sþ 5; x; y; a; b; c;
u; v;wg:
(S3) Every f ðQÞ has exactly four non-triangular faces, as shown in
Figs. 6(d) and 6(e). The faces in Fig. 6(d) together with all faces incident to
the vertex y form a c-face set. Since the vertex 0 is the unique vertex incident
to all non-triangular faces, we have cð0Þ ¼ 0: Since the vertex y is the unique
vertex incident to exactly two 4-gonal faces, we have cðyÞ ¼ y; hence c
identically maps the face ½0; y; 6s 1; 6sþ 1 of the c-face set. ]
FIG. 5.
KORZHIK AND VOSS200Theorem 3. The graph K12sþ5; s52; has at least s2s2 non-isomorphic
OG-embeddings.
Proof. (S1) Figure 7(a) gives an index three current graph hG; P ; li with
current group Z12sþ3; s52: In the ﬁgure, the arcs with the current 3 incident
to starred vertices are directed upwards (resp. downwards) for s even (resp.
FIG. 6.
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are identiﬁed. Figures 7(b) and 7(c) give the currents on the globular arcs for
s ¼ 2k and 2k þ 1; respectively.
(S2) The current graph hG;Q; li has exactly two vortices, each inducing a
representative face. Inserting new vertices x and y in the faces, we obtain a
triangular embedding of K12sþ5K2 with vertex set f0; 1; . . . ; 12sþ 4; x; yg;
where x and y are non-adjacent. Using one additional handle we provide the
missing adjacency as shown in Fig. 8(a). As a result we obtain the OG-
embedding f ðQÞ of K12sþ5:
(S3) Every f ðQÞ has exactly one non-triangular face. The faces in Fig. 8(b)
together with all faces incident to x form a c-face set. The vertex 6sþ 9 (resp.
y) is the unique vertex appearing exactly once (resp. twice) on the boundary
of the 8-gonal face which is t-incident to the 8-gonal face. Hence cð6sþ 9Þ ¼
6sþ 9 and cðyÞ ¼ y; that is, c identically maps the 8-gonal face of the c-face
set. ]
FIG. 7.
KORZHIK AND VOSS202Theorem 4. The graph K12sþ6; s53; has at least 22s2 non-isomorphic
OG-embeddings.
Proof. (S1) The index three current graph hG; P ; li with current group
Z12sþ3; s53; is obtained from the current graph in Fig. 7 by replacing the
fragment in Fig. 9(a) with the fragment in Fig. 9(b).
FIG. 8.
FIG. 9.
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a representative face. Inserting new vertices x; y; and z in the faces we obtain
a triangular embedding of K12sþ6  K3 with vertex set f0; 1; . . . ; 12sþ
2; x; y; zg; where x; y; and z are pairwise non-adjacent.
Figure 9(b) shows that the log of the circuit [0] is
ð. . . ; y; 12s 2; . . . ; 3s 5;7; z; . . . ; 3s 2; x; . . .Þ
for every Q 2 D; hence the faces incident to the vertex 0 are arranged as
shown in Fig. 10(a). Using one additional handle, we ﬁx the missing
adjacencies as shown in Fig. 10(b) to obtain the OG-embedding f ðQÞ of
K12sþ6:
FIG. 10.
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10(c) together with all faces incident to x; form a c-face set. The vertices 0
and x are all vertices simultaneously incident to both non-triangular faces,
hence fcð0Þ;cðxÞg ¼ f0; xg: If cð0Þ ¼ 0 and cðxÞ ¼ x; then c identically
maps the 4-gonal face. Suppose (reductio ad absurdum) that cð0Þ ¼ x and
cðxÞ ¼ 0: Then c is an orientation-reversing isomorphism and we get cðzÞ ¼
7 and cðyÞ ¼ 12s 2: Since ½x; y; z is a face of f ðQ1Þ; the face ½cðzÞ;cðyÞ
;cðxÞ ¼ ½7; 12s 2; 0 must be a face of f ðQ2Þ; but the edge ð0;7Þ is
incident to exactly one triangular face, namely ½7; 3s 5; 0; a contra-
diction. ]
Theorem 5. The graph K12sþ8; s54; has at least 22s3 non-isomorphic
OG-embeddings.
Proof. (S1) An index one current graph hG; P 0; li with current group
Z12sþ6; s54; is given in [10, Fig. 7.26]. Figure 11(a) shows hG; P ; li
(S2) The current graph hG;Q; li; generating an embedding of the graph
K12sþ6 with vertex set f0; 1; . . . ; 12sþ 5g; has exactly two vortices. The
vortex x induces a representative face (insert a vertex x in the face). The
vortex y induces two ð6sþ 3Þ-gonal faces; one of them is incident with the
vertices 0; 2; . . . ; 12sþ 4 (insert a vertex y0 in the face), the other is incident
with the vertices 1; 3; . . . ; 12sþ 5 (insert a vertex y1 in the face). We obtain a
triangular embedding of a graph L with vertex set f0; 1; . . . ; 12sþ 5; x; y0; y1g
such that the vertices x; y0; y1 are pairwise non-adjacent.
FIG. 11.
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ð. . . ;5;ð6sþ 2Þ; y0; 6sþ 2; 6s 3; . . . ; x; 1; 6s 2; . . . ;ð6s 2Þ;
 ð6s 3Þ; 5; . . .Þ
for every Q 2 D; hence the faces incident to the vertex 12sþ 1 are arranged
as shown in Fig. 11(b). Now delete the edge ð0; 6sþ 4Þ in Fig. 11(b) and then
attach, as shown in Fig. 11(c), one handle in the disc formed by the faces
incident to the vertex 12sþ 1: As a result, we identify the vertices y0 and y1
into a new vertex y; and gain the edge ðx; yÞ and an extra edge ðy; 12sþ 2Þ:
KORZHIK AND VOSS206One can check that the embedding of L has two pairs of adjacent faces
shown in Fig. 11(d) (now ignore the dashed lines), these faces are faces of
f 0ðQÞ induced by the vertices of the current graph not entering into the
ð2s 3Þ-ladder fragment and the faces remain ﬁxed during the modiﬁcation
in Fig. 11(c). Perform the diagonal ﬂips shown in Fig. 11(d) where the
diagonals depicted as solid lines are replaced by the diagonals depicted as
dashed lines. We lose an extra edge ðy; 12sþ 2Þ and gain the missing edge
ð0; 6sþ 4Þ: As a result we obtain the OG-embedding f ðQÞ of K12sþ8:
(S3) Every f ðQÞ has exactly two non-triangular faces, they are shown in
Figs. 11(e) and 11(f). The faces in Fig. 11(e) together with all faces incident
to y form a c-face set. Since the vertices y and 12sþ 1 are all vertices
simultaneously incident to both non-triangular faces, we have
fcðyÞ;cð12sþ 1Þg ¼ fy; 12sþ 1g:
The edge ðy; 12sþ 1Þ is the common edge of the faces ½x; 12sþ 1; y and
½y; 12sþ 1; 0; hence fcð0Þ;cðxÞg ¼ f0; xg: The vertex x is t-incident to a 4-
gonal face, the vertex 0 does not have the property, thus cðxÞ ¼ x: The vertex
x is incident to exactly one triangular face adjacent to a 4-gonal face, hence
fcðyÞ;cð12sþ 2Þg ¼ fy; 12sþ 2g and, by (1), we get cðyÞ ¼ y and cð12sþ
2Þ ¼ 12sþ 2; thus c identically maps the face ½x; y; 12sþ 2 of the c-face
set. ]
Theorem 6. The graph K12sþ9; s51; has at least 22s non-isomorphic OG-
embeddings.
Proof. (S1) An index one current graph hG; P 0; li with current group
Z12sþ8; s51; is given in [10, Fig. 6.15]. Figure 12(a) shows hG; P ; li:
(S2) The currents on the arcs of G form the set f1; 2; . . . ; 12sþ 7g=f2;2g;
hence the current graph hG;Q; li generates an embedding of the graph
obtained from the graph K12sþ8 with vertex set f0; 1; . . . ; 12sþ 7g by deleting
all edges ðx; xþ 2Þ; x ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; 12sþ 7: The current graph has exactly two
vortices, each inducing a representative face. Since 2ð6sþ 3Þ ¼ 2 in Z12sþ8;
we can insert new vertices x; y; and all missing edges ðx; xþ 2Þ in the two
faces induced by the vortices, as shown in Fig. 12(b). We obtain a triangular
embedding of a graph with vertex set f0; 1; . . . ; 12sþ 7; x; yg such that the
vertices 0; 1; . . . ; 12sþ 7 are pairwise adjacent. The non-adjacent vertices x
and y are adjacent to all even and odd vertices, respectively. Using one
additional handle, we identify the vertices x and y into a new vertex z as
shown in Fig. 12(c). As a result we obtain the OG-embedding f ðQÞ of
K12sþ9:
(S3) Every f ðQÞ has exactly one non-triangular face. The faces in
Fig. 12(d) together with all faces incident to z form a c-face set. The vertex z
FIG. 12.
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hence cðzÞ ¼ z: The vertex 2 is the unique vertex which is simultaneously
incident and t-incident to the 6-gonal face, hence cð2Þ ¼ 2 and c identically
maps the 6-gonal face of the c-face set. ]
Theorem 7. The graph K12sþ10; s51; has at least 22s1 non-isomorphic
OG-embeddings.
Proof. (S1) An index one current graph hG; P 0; li with current group
Z12sþ7; s51; is given in [10, Fig. 2.19]. Figure 13(a) shows hG; P ; li:
FIG. 13.
KORZHIK AND VOSS208(S2) The current graph hG;Q; li has exactly three vortices, each inducing
a representative face. Inserting new vertices x; y; and z in the faces, we obtain
a triangular embedding of K12sþ10K3 with vertex set f0; 1; . . . ; 12sþ 6; x; y;
zg where x; y; and z are pairwise nonadjacent.
Figure 13(a) shows that the log of the circuit is
ð. . . ; 2sþ 1; x; . . . ; y; 9sþ 5; 1; 7sþ 4; z; . . .Þ
for every Q 2 D; hence the faces incident to the vertex 0 are arranged as shown
in Fig. 13(b). Using one additional handle, we ﬁx the missing adjacencies as
shown in Fig. 13(c). We obtain the OG-embedding f ðQÞ of K12sþ10:
(S3) Every f ðQÞ has exactly two non-triangular faces, they are shown in
Fig. 13(d). The faces in Fig. 13(d) together with all faces incident with x;
form a c-face set. The vertices 0 and x are all vertices simultaneously incident
to both non-triangular faces, hence fcð0Þ;cðxÞg ¼ f0; xg: If cð0Þ ¼ 0 and
cðxÞ ¼ x; then c identically maps the 4-gonal face. Suppose (reductio ad
absurdum) that cð0Þ ¼ x and cðxÞ ¼ 0: Then c is an orientation-reversing
FIG. 14.
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 is a
face of f ðQ1Þ; the face ½cðzÞ;cðyÞ;cðxÞ ¼ ½7sþ 4; 9sþ 5; 0 must be a face of
f ðQ2Þ; but the edge ð0; 7sþ 4Þ is incident to exactly one triangular face,
namely ½7sþ 4; 1; 0; a contradiction. ]
Theorem 8. The graph K12sþ11; s52; has at least 22s3 non-isomorphic
OG-embeddings.
Proof. (S1) An index one current graph hG; P 0; li with current group
Z12sþ6; s52; is given in [10, Fig. 7.5]. Figure 14(a) shows hG; P ; li
KORZHIK AND VOSS210(S2) The current graph hG;Q; li has exactly three vortices, they induce
ﬁve representative faces. Inserting new vertices x; y; a; b; c in the faces, we
obtain a triangular embedding of K12sþ11  K5 with vertex set f0; 1; . . . ; 12s
þ5; x; y; a; b; cg where, x; y; a; b and c are pairwise nonadjacent.
Figure 14(a) shows that the log of the circuit is
ð. . . ; x; 6sþ 5; 12sþ 4; a; . . . ; y; 1; b; . . . ; 4; c; . . .Þ
for every Q 2 D; hence the faces incident to the vertex 0 are arranged as
shown in Fig. 14(b). These faces form a disc. Attaching two additional
handles H1 and H2 inside the disc as shown in Fig. 14(c), we gain all
adjacencies between the vertices x; y; a; b; c; except the edge ða; yÞ; gain extra
edges ðb; 4Þ and ðc; 12sþ 4Þ; and lose the edge (0,1). Now, to gain adjacencies
ða; yÞ and (0,1) perform the sequence of diagonal ﬂips shown in Fig. 14(d).
The reader can check that the pairs of adjacent faces in Fig. 14(d) are faces
of f 0ðQÞ induced by the vertices not entering into the ð2s 3Þ-ladder
fragment, and the faces remain ﬁxed during the modiﬁcation in Fig. 14(c).
As a result, we obtain the OG-embedding f ðQÞ of K12sþ11:
(S3) Every f ðQÞ has exactly two non-triangular faces. The faces in Fig.
14(e) together with all faces incident to y; form a c-face set. Since the vertex
0 is the unique vertex incident to both non-triangular faces, we have cð0Þ ¼
0 and, hence, fcðxÞ;cðbÞg ¼ fx; bg: It follows from Fig. 14(c) that f ðQÞ has
the adjacent faces shown in Fig. 14(f), so we get cðaÞ ¼ a: Hence, c
identically maps the face ½0; a; b; 4 of the c-face set. ]
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